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The Inscribed Floriated
Cross-slab at Caton

W.T.W. Potts

Medieval coffin lids, ornamented with floriated
crosses, like the one on the cover of this
volume, are found throughout England. Al-
though they are often adorned with symbols,
such as a sword for a gentleman, a chalice for a
priest or shears for a flock-master, all of which
can be seen at Caton, few are inscribed. Their
dates are therefore uncertain but details, such as

dog-tooth ornament, as at Tunstall and Caton,
zuggest that some date from the thirteenth
century. An illustrated survey of the slabs in
north Lancashire can be found in Vol.5 of
Contrebis ( Edwards 1977 ), with funher exnm-
ples in Vol. 6.( Edwards 1978 ).

Fragments of thirteen cross-slabs, the largest
collection in the area were built into the outside
of the west wall of the north aisle of Caton
church when it was rebuilt in 1865. Unusually,
one of the slabs bears an inscription. This is of
interest, not oniy for the identity and date of the
persons named but also for the peculiar form of
some of the letters. The stone is a fine, hard,
white micaeous sandstone and the detail is
generally well preserved but a few letters are

lost at a break and at the edges. The inscription
is poorly set out and the mason ran out of room
before he reached the end and finished the last
word above the bottom line.

The inscription has been published twice. once

by Roper ( 1887 ) and agatn by Collingwood
(1906), who differ slightly in their transcrip-
tions.

Collingwood provides an illustration of the
stone. Roper transliterated the first iine as:

(IE)SVS : NAZAREITH CRVCIFIXVS
(REX) IVDEOR(VM), while Collingwood read

it as

IHS NAZARENUS
ruDEoR(uM)

CRVCIFIXUS (REX)

Many of the letters are unusual., the N is
reversed, the first C of CRVCIFTXVS opens

upwards and the second C is like an E. The two
letters following the E of Nazareth are even

more obscure. The first is like capital J. Roper
took this to be an I although all the other I's are

like Roman capitals; the last letter is like the
runic S on the Thames scftrmasrx runic alphabet
but has two arms rather than one. What should
be an R in IVDEORUM looks familiar because

it is identical to the astronomical sign for
Jupiter. This lack of consistency suggests that
the mason did not fully understand what he was

carving but was familiar with runes as well as

Latin letters.

The second line is also uncertain. Roper read it
as

IOES:V:LE:PITH:ROGER I BURGH:
SENIVR. Collingwood as

IOES:U:THE:PITK:ROGER (DE) BURGH:
SENIUR

Both agreed that the first letters are an abbrevia-
tion of JOHANNES.

It: h  fHRa1y, U RV6J P IXVS lvu€o+;
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The inscription on the Caton slab. Taken from a photograph and from inspection. W.T.W. Potts
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Collingwood, following a comment of Roper's,
suggested that the letter following the U is the
runic thorn ( : th ). which still survives in
debased form as the y of "ye olde tea shoppe"
kind. This is not certain as the void in the Caton
letter has four sides, not three, as is general in
the rune. The proposed mix of English and
Latin would also be odd but possibly explicable
if the English were part of a personal name.

Who John was is uncertain but Roger Senior
can probably be identified. The de Burgh family
took their name from Burrow in Lonsdale and

used the name Roger on more than one occa-
sion. Volume 8 of the Victoria County History
of Lancashire has references to atleast three

Rogers de Burgh. A Roger de Burgh first
appears in the Lancashire Assize Roll of 124617

as a surety in an assault case.( Parker, (1904).
Probably the same Roger appears again in 1277.

Thomas, son of Roger, is found in a document
of 1288 (p.74,n.21). Roger, sonof William,
was active in 1314 ( p. 86 n. 17 ) and again in
1318 ( p. 238, n5 ) while a Roger, son of
Mathew, occurs in 1324 ( p. 238, n4 ) but his
son, a second Mathew, had succeeded him by
1329. The sucession was probably as follows.
Roger senior, had at least two children, a

William and a Thomas. William in turn had

several children. His heir was Adam who
married a Christiana. A second son, Roger
junior married a Denise, and an unnamed
daughter married John de Caton, the last in the
male line of Caton Gernets, who had adopted

the surname Caton.

When Adam died shortly before 1323 his
widow claimed dower against her husband's

relatives, including her brother in law Roger

and her niece Alice de Caton. Roger senior was

still alive in 1288. This would place the Caton

stone late in the thirteenth century, probably not
far after 1288. Thomas, son of Roger senior,

held proper$ in Overton, while Roger junior
held a mill and houses in Gressingham but just
why Roger senior was buried in Caton, where
his niece lived, is uncertain.

Edwards ( 1977 ) compared the Caton stone to
others at Lanercost, Salkeld and Brigham, all in
Cumberland.

Edwards ( 1977 ) compared the Caton stone to
others at Lanercost, Salkeld and Brigham, all in
Cumberland.

The first two are undated but the stone at
Brigham is likely to be that of Sir Thomas de

Burgh who was Rector of Brigham and founded
a chantry there in 1325. The cross on the
Brigham stone is very similar to that at Caton
but the arms of the cross are enclosed in a circle
and the cross stands on a Calvary mound, not on
a stepped base, as at Caton. ( Bower ( 1912 )) If
more dated examples could be found it should
be possible to work out a tlpological sequence.

The surname de Burgh is not rare but if the Sir
Thomas at Brigham was a member of the

Burrow family the similarity of the stones

suggests either that the Lancashire family sup-

plied the stone or recommended the mason. An
examination of the stone might help to decide
where the stones were carved and whether the
masons moved round or had fixed lodges.

The purpose of the Caton stone is not entirely
obvious. Although at first sight a coffin lid it is
only 34 inches or 85cms long, too small for a

coffin unless the bones were disarticulated.
Again, the occurrence of two names on the
stone is difficult to understand if it were a

normal tomb.

These athactive and well known stones raise
many problems. Roper ( 1887 ) ended his
pioneering paper " my object will have been
served if the attention which may be drawn to
the inscription leads to its elucidation ", while
almost a century later Edwards ( 1978 ) consid-
ered the problem of dating them and concluded

"I have no confidence that I am ever going to be

able to give firm dates to the Lancashire slabs".
Roper tentatively dated the stone to the late

thirteenth or early fourteenth centuries. We
cannot do much better today.
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